
16 Galvanizing quotes on Failure

Today’s society celebrates success ignoring the elements that made a person

successful which include setbacks, dedication, failure, time & talent, trial.

People tend to believe that failure is a big mistake. Additionally, we have

learned failure is not a part of the journey towards success. However, failure is

inevitable. It is very easy to celebrate victories but to overcome failures and

then rise to victories is a very difficult task.

We witness documentaries in which success stories are vaguely stated, like,

success comes after one failure. However, in reality, we face multiple

failures, then comes success. When you will tell your success story, all you will

count is failures and one success moment. Now you know that it counts

Everybody is eager to prove but they neglect to take the main steps.

Sometimes we fail because we rush or do not follow steps in a specific order.

Then you learn from this mistake that order matters. Victories don’t indicate

the end of failures, there is always a scope of improvement and we fail at every

phase of life.

Failure is a part of the process. A person who has failed many times is much

more experienced rather than a person who has not seen difficult times or



faced harsh situations or harsh realities. If you want to know the value of

money ask someone poor, similarly the value of victory is much more to a

person who has been through a lot of failures in life. Nobody wishes to fail, but

it does not guarantee it won’t happen. If it happens then learn to embrace

failure rather than fearing it.

We are surrounded by looming achievements whether it is detailed success

stories on social media or families. We assume that just because you have

failed, you are a failure. Failures are not necessarily a part of achievements,

Sometimes failures guide us to a different path in life that is more suitable for

us, according to our skills and capabilities.

Victories don’t indicate the end of failures, there is always the scope of

improvement and we fail at every phase of life. It‘s true that failures teach us a

lot about our mistakes and also teach us the value of time and not taking

achievements for granted. Failures give us experience and scope to improve, to

battle with ourselves. Here are some awakening quotes about failure and to

help you to adopt failure.

1. “Failure is your alter ego, pick up the pistol and shoot it in the
head.”

Failure is the second version of oneself. This is essential to become the

best version of yourself by lacing up your shoes and hitting the pavement.

2. “Failure is an instrument to find ways that won’t work.”

This quote is important for those of us who feel downtrodden after every

failure. True failures are those who do not learn offered lessons via

failures. Failures make us reconsider strategies and find ways to achieve

the end goal



3. “Failure is not a friend, it is just an enemy whom you need to beat
in order to win every time”

If you let failure get to your head then you are wasting your chances to

bounce back. We tend to think successful people are lucky as it falls into

their laps. But, the truth is: everyone has failed multiple times as

failures are inevitable. People who refuse to get up and embrace it, are

definitely not warriors.

4. “Never get tired of falling, the more you fall the stronger you get,
the greater your magnitude of victory is.”

We learn more from our failures than successes. It emboldens us for the

inevitable challenges ahead and gives us the ability to think in every

perspective of life while keeping the final goal in mind.

5. “A man who always succeeds will never get the real taste of
success unless failed.”



Throw failures you will get to know more about yourself in order to keep

you from brainstorming fears of failures. It is life’s ultimate lesson.

6. “Failing is a crust in people’s success”

Failure is the basis of people’s success in their life. The crust lays the

foundation upon which all successes are built. Without failure, we’d

simply be left with unexamined ways, unlearned lessons, and

undetermined strategies.

7. “A raw stone until sculpted to its finest looks like a failure.”

Failures are the hammer and the tools which sculpt us into the best

version of ourselves. And the best version is the final statue.

8. “Stop defending your failures, your success is going to do this for
you.”

Everybody falls, you are just like the other majority of people. But, how

you choose to tackle the situation and come up with ways,

makes a difference.



9. “According to Newton’s first law of motion, a body at rest or
uniform motion will continue to be at rest or uniform motion until
and unless a net external force acts on it. In this law, you are a
body which is at rest until and unless a force of motivation to stop
failing acts on it.”

Failure motivates and forces us to work harder for the next time. Thus,

they act as an external force that keeps on motivating us to increase the

momentum of the work we are doing to get better results.

10. “A Successful person carries failure in their veins.”

Veins carry blood, and failure makes us strong, we bleed and we grow.

11. “Winning in life is the most beautiful view as the summit of
Mount Everest, the failures are the struggles and problems you
face to reach there.”

Most beautiful views require the hardest climb, in order to achieve that

we must work hard and face the hard climbs.



12. “Failure is exploring unexplored parts of you.”
Failures tell you where you are lacking, weaknesses, and that is the part which

you have not explored in yourself. Therefore, you can strengthen those

weaknesses by exploring them.

13. “Failure is the story of your past and a flashback of your
success”

Failures are part of your story. They are every part of the step that you

take to reach the top. Each staircase is a failure until you reach the top.

14. “Failure is just a standard for improvement until you reach half
of fame.”

Learning does not happen when it is easy, it happens when it becomes

tough and you find a way to improve yourself.

15. “Fail, but never accept failure.”
You do not get through an easy path to become a smarter person.

Challenges make us better.
16. “Your success is a throne at a height, piled up above your

bundle of failures.”

The throne of the king is always above all. Every stair climbed had

stones (setbacks, disappointment, failures, etc). Failure is an important

part of the past and journey. The throne is a final destination.

It’s always ok to fail and to learn from failures but never

should we accept defeat and stop hustling.

Frequently Asked Questions

1. What is the fear of failure?

- It is maybe another part of anxiety disorder, mental disorder,

or irrational fear of failing.



2. Why does failure demotivate?

- At some point at the moment, people accept failure and stop

working harder.

3. Why don’t people learn from failure?

- People accept failure and do not strengthen themselves

mentally to improve.

4. Why does failure lead to drastic improvement?

- Sometimes, people learn from failure very quickly and thus,

change the method of action which leads to extraordinary

results.

5. How do different types of people react to failure?

- Some people get demotivated.

- Some people accept failure and live with it.

- Some people take it as a challenge and work harder & achieve.

6. Does failure distort the flow of work?

- Sometimes. As people get demotivated, the flow gets broken

and the person does not achieve the desired goal.


